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Abstract

Predator prey interactions are key elements of ecosystem functioning and can be

mediated by physical characteristics of the environment.  To examine this, I studied

interactions between bears and spawning salmon on the Central Coast of British

Columbia, Canada.  I first show how size-biased predation is mediated by stream

characteristics that provide refuge for prey, with implications for size-selective pressures

acting on salmon in different streams.  I then demonstrate that bears feed selectively on

energy-rich parts of salmon, depending on characteristics of the stream, with

consequences for terrestrial nutrient transfer via uneaten salmon biomass.  Overall, I

found that bears captured larger salmon in streams with less wood and fewer undercut

banks and fed more selectively in narrower, shallower streams with less pool volume.

This suggests that habitat characteristics play a role in mediating predator behaviour

and, therefore, have implications for the selective pressures faced by salmon, and

nutrient subsidies to surrounding habitats.

Keywords: nutrient transfer; Oncorhynchus spp.; predator prey interactions;
selective consumption; size-biased predation; Ursus spp.
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Chapter 1. Introduction

Predator prey interactions have direct and indirect consequences for

ecosystems, influencing far more than the individual predator and prey (Agrawal 2001;

Barbosa and Castellanos 2005; Pelletier et al. 2009).  For example, hunting and feeding

behaviour can govern trophic energy flow and influence pathways of nutrient transfer

across ecosystem boundaries (Holtgrieve et al. 2009; Carlson et al. 2011).  These

interactions can drive trait divergence in both predators and prey, as natural selection

favours both the finest hunters and the best escapees (Darwin 1859; Vamosi 2005).

Ecosystems are also shaped by non-lethal predator prey interactions (Lima 1998;

Peckarsky et al. 2008; Heithaus et al. 2012) such as fear-induced anti-predator

behaviour, which can influence prey feeding success (Lima and Dill 1990; Wirsing et al.

2008) and, therefore, biological productivity (Preisser et al. 2005).  As such,

understanding these interactions and their impacts is important to a robust

comprehension of any ecosystem.

Coastal bears (Ursus spp.) and wild spawning salmon (Oncorhynchus spp.) are

extremely important to North Pacific coastal and inland ecosystem functioning.  They are

considered to have a keystone interaction , i.e., their interaction produces a

disproportionately large effect on shaping North Pacific coastal ecosystems (Helfield and

Naiman 2006).  Spawning salmon provide a massive source of nutrients to inland

freshwater and terrestrial systems (Bilby et al. 1996).  They spend the majority of their

life growing in the ocean and return to their natal freshwater streams to spawn and

subsequently die.  Thus, their marine-derived nutrients and energy become available to

a suite of aquatic and terrestrial organisms, permeating the local food web through a

complex series of pathways (Wipfli et al. 1999).  Consequently, they are often referred to

as a nutrient conveyor belt .
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During their migration and spawning period, many salmon are killed by terrestrial

predators (e.g., Darimont et al. 2003; Quinn et al. 2003).  Of these, bears are the leading

vector for salmon transfer to terrestrial systems (Hilderbrand et al. 1999). They often

abandon partially eaten carcasses (Quinn et al. 2009) on stream banks or, sometimes,

at great distances from the stream (Reimchen 2000; Holtgrieve et al. 2009). The

nutrients in the abandoned portion of the carcass are then incorporated into the

ecosystem through many different pathways (Gende et al. 2002).

The impact of salmon on aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems is substantial and

both bear-killed salmon and salmon that die of senescence play important roles

(Janetski et al. 2009).  Within streams, bear-killed salmon carcasses are favoured by

aquatic macroinvertebrates due, in part, to increased tissue accessibility (Winder et al.

2005).  The abundance of aquatic invertebrates has been linked to salmon density even

months after the spawning period, demonstrating the persistence of the effects of this

nutrient input (Verspoor et al. 2011).  Furthermore, within streams, metrics of salmon

quantity (e.g., density, biomass, abundance) have been shown to be positively

associated with sculpin (Cottus spp.) condition (Swain et al. 2014), biofilm biomass and

accrual rates (Johnston et al. 2004; Harding et al. 2014) and even juvenile coho salmon

(O. kisutch) body size (Nelson and Reynolds 2015).  Within terrestrial ecosystems, a

suite of invertebrates benefit from bear-killed salmon tissue (Meehan et al. 2005;

Hocking et al. 2009) and may, in turn, benefit higher-level consumers.  For example,

higher passerine bird densities are associated with salmon-bearing streams (Christie

and Reimchen 2008; Field and Reynolds 2011).  In estuarine habitats, both the

abundance and diversity of scavenging birds are correlated with both spawning salmon

biomass and salmon carcass biomass, which provide a high-value, seasonal source of

energy (Field and Reynolds 2013).  The residual tissue of terrestrial salmon carcasses is

ultimately absorbed into surrounding plant-life (Hocking and Reynolds 2012). Salmon

influence riparian community composition (Hocking and Reynolds 2011) and are even

associated with significantly higher growth rates of riparian trees (Helfield and Naiman

2001).  Thus, salmon bear interactions, or the lack thereof, have far-reaching

consequences beyond the simple, obvious implications to individual predator and prey.
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Many factors can shape the interactions between bears and spawning salmon.

Foraging theory predicts that bears will hunt and feed in a way that maximizes their net

energy per unit time/effort (Stephens and Krebs 1986).  Targeting larger prey is an

example of foraging behaviour that can maximize energy intake as long as the energy

costs of this behaviour do not outweigh the benefit of the additional energy gained by

capturing larger prey (i.e., as long as the effort of searching for and handling larger prey

increases less rapidly, with prey size, than does energy reward) (Sih 1980; Krebs 1978).

Bears have a demonstrated preference for both pre-spawned (Gende et al. 2004) and

larger-than-average salmon (Quinn and Kinnison 1999) which have more energy per

individual than post-spawned and small salmon respectively (Hendry and Berg 1999).  I

define, and hereafter refer to, size-biased predation  as predation which is biased

towards the capture of larger individuals.  Furthermore, bears often abandon carcasses,

partially eaten, revealing a preference for energy-rich parts of the fish such as the eggs

or brain (Gende et al. 2001), which would maximize calories per stomach space in a

prey-saturated stream.  I hereafter refer to this type of feeding as selective

consumption .  Size-biased predation and selective consumption complement each

other because larger, pre-spawned fish also have higher loads of energy-rich parts like

eggs (Quinn et al. 1995) so that even if selective consumption occurs, there is still a

greater energy reward in a larger individual.  Ultimately, a bear s diet should be honed to

the constraints of the environment in which hunting occurs (MacArthur and Pianka

1966). For example, search time is higher in streams with low salmon abundance and,

therefore, all else being equal, bears should be less selective for certain prey traits than

in a stream which is saturated with salmon.

There is substantial evidence that salmon bear interactions are mediated by

characteristics of the habitat in which they occur (reviewed in Carlson et al. 2011).

Hypothetically, hunting in a narrow, shallow stream may be so effortless, due to the

limited escape potential for salmon, that bears are able to consistently catch their

desired prey.  This scenario would lead to the effective removal, and consumption, of

many prized, large, pre-spawned salmon from the breeding population in small streams.

On the other hand, hunting in a deep, wide stream may be more difficult since the

salmon have more available medium in which to escape and benefit from lower visibility.

In deeper, wider streams, bears may be limited to catching the less desirable, less
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vigorous, spawned-out salmon and would also be less able to discriminate based on fish

size because of lower visibility.  In this simplified example, the width and depth of the

streams mediate predation by providing refuge for the prey in large streams and,

conversely, easier access to prey for the predator in small streams.  This hypothetical

example is consistent with results demonstrated by Quinn et al. (2001) and Gende et al.

(2004).

The date in the spawning season may also mediate these salmon bear

interactions.  Near the end of the season, the streams are mainly populated by salmon

that have completed spawning and are close to death.  As such, their responsiveness

and ability to escape is reduced (personal obs.) and, accordingly, prey pursuit times

would be reduced.  Therefore, I would predict a shift in predator diet.  Specifically, at the

end of the season, I would expect a higher intensity of size-biased predation, in all

streams, relative to the beginning or the middle of the season.

Differences in the size of, and amount eaten from, each salmon has

consequences beyond predator diet.  First, small but consistent differences in the

amount of selective consumption or size-biased predation over multiple salmon kills will

have cumulative consequences for biomass/nutrient transfer to the terrestrial habitat

(Gende et al. 2002; Carlson et al. 2011).  Second, I would expect, all else being equal, to

see body size divergence (Carlson et al. 2009) between these genetically isolated

salmon populations (Hamon and Foote 2005).  This evolutionary response would be a

natural consequence of cumulative, consistent, differential selection acting on each

population over generations (Fraser et al. 2011).

The aim of this thesis was to examine how habitat characteristics can mediate

capture (Chapter 2) and feeding (Chapter 3) behaviour of bears on spawning salmon

across a variety of salmon populations.  To accomplish this, I measured stream

characteristics as well as senescent and bear-killed salmon carcass characteristics on

the Central Coast of British Columbia, Canada, in Heiltsuk First Nations Territory

(Fig.1.1).  I studied 12 streams with a wide, natural gradient of habitat characteristics

and spawning salmon abundances.  Black bears (Ursus americanus) are found at all of

the 12 streams and grizzly bears (U. arctos) are more likely to be restricted to the four
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streams which are located on the mainland and King Island (but may occasionally visit

the other streams).  The large number of streams and model selection approach are

novel ways to evaluate these relationships in this particular field and allowed me to

compare the relative contributions of multiple stream characteristics that may provide

refuge for prey (i.e., wood obstacles, undercut banks, pool volume, stream width and

depth).

Figure 1.1. Study stream locations (n=12) on the Central Coast of British
Columbia, Canada.
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First, in Chapter 2, I examine the magnitude of size-biased predation by bears on

spawning salmon and I compare multiple hypotheses concerning how stream

characteristics mediate the magnitude and directionality of size-biased predation.  I

specifically test the prediction that more refuge-providing characteristics (for prey) will

correlate with less intense size-biased predation.  I demonstrate that size-biased

predation may be mediated by both habitat characteristics and the stage in the salmon

spawning season (i.e., date).  I also demonstrate that larger streams have larger salmon.

In Chapter 3, I ask how bears feed, rather than how they hunt.  I examine the

factors that motivate a bear to abandon a half-eaten carcass, including trade-offs of

returning to the stream to hunt for another fish.  Specifically, I test if refuge-providing

habitat characteristics could predict this behaviour.  I predict that the extent of selective

consumption should depend on the difficulty of catching prey in each stream and I

compare multiple refuge-providing characteristics to determine which best describe

patterns in selective consumption.  I demonstrate that stream width, depth and pool

volume, which are predicted to increase hunting difficulty, are associated with decreased

selective consumption and that there is more selective consumption in streams with

higher wood volume and higher percentage of undercut banks.

My concluding chapter synthesizes and provides further discussion for some key

points in the study.  Furthermore, I outline the difficulties of observational studies in

ecology, where experiments are less feasible, and how these were overcome in my

study.

My results demonstrate the importance of large predators and habitat

heterogeneity in salmon-bearing streams.  An in-depth understanding of the factors that

influence the foraging behaviour of bears on spawning salmon has considerable value

for predictions of future ecological and evolutionary impacts on ecosystems.  The results

also highlight an important mechanism for dissimilarities in salmon nutrient flux between

streams and suggest that stream characteristics can mediate the extent of size-biased

predation and selective consumption by bears.
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Chapter 2. Habitat characteristics and stage of
season influence size-biased predation on salmon by
bears

2.1. Abstract

Predators can drive trait divergence among populations of prey by imposing

selective pressure on certain prey traits.  Habitat characteristics can mediate predator

selectivity by providing refuge for prey. I aimed to quantify the effects of stream

characteristics on biases in the sizes of spawning salmon caught by bears (Ursus arctos

and U. americanus) on the Central Coast of British Columbia, Canada.  This involved

measuring size-biased predation on spawning chum (Oncorhynchus keta) and pink (O.

gorbuscha) salmon in 12 streams with varying habitat characteristics. I tested several

hypotheses for how stream characteristics could mediate size-biased predation, and

tested for how such size-biases in turn translate into differences among populations in

the sizes of the fish.  Bears caught larger-than-average salmon as the season

progressed and in streams with fewer refugia (i.e., wood and undercut banks) for the

fish. Across streams, the mean number of salmon killed by bears was positively

correlated with the mean number of spawning salmon (2009-2014).  Salmon were

marginally smaller in streams with more pronounced size-biased predation but this

predictor was less reliable than physical characteristics of streams, with larger fish in

wider, deeper streams. These results support the notion that selective forces imposed

by predators can be mediated by habitat characteristics, with potential consequences for

physical traits of prey.
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2.2. Introduction

Predator prey interactions are important features in the natural functioning of

ecosystems (Lima 1998).  Over time, they can also drive physical trait divergence

among populations via selective pressures imposed on prey (reviewed in Vamosi 2005).

These evolutionary responses can then, in turn, influence ecosystem processes such as

community structure and ecosystem functioning (Pelletier et al. 2009; Palkovacs et al.

2011).

Predator prey interactions can be mediated by characteristics of the environment

in which they take place (Domenici et al. 2007). These habitat-mediated effects can

have strong impacts on predators and prey as well as on other aspects of the

ecosystem.  For example, a reduction in seasonal sea ice has significant impacts on

polar bear hunting opportunities and, therefore, prey survival and biological productivity,

among other far-reaching consequences (Stirling and Derocher 1993; Derocher et al.

2004).

Pacific coastal bears and spawning salmon represent excellent model organisms

to examine the evolutionary and ecological consequences of predator prey interactions

(Carlson et al. 2011).  Bears are a major salmon predator and deposit salmon

carcasses, which contain valuable marine-derived nutrients, into the riparian zone

(Schindler et al. 2003; Helfield and Naiman 2006) where they become available to

terrestrial scavengers and plants (Janetski et al. 2009; Hocking and Reynolds 2011).

Furthermore, bears can catch and consume fish non-randomly, with demonstrated

preferences for larger-than-average salmon (this behaviour is hereafter referred to as

size-biased predation ) (Reimchen 2000; Ruggerone et al. 2000).  Bears may select

larger salmon because they have more flesh and more preferred energy-rich parts such

as eggs (Quinn et al. 1995; Gende et al. 2001).  Similarly, bears may be biased for

newly-arrived salmon due to their higher energy content (Gilbert and Lanner 1995;

Hendry and Berg 1999; Gende et al. 2004).  Size-biased predation may also occur if

larger salmon are more visible, more accessible or easier to catch.
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Certain stream characteristics may influence bears  ability to successfully capture

desirable salmon. Pools, wood obstacles and undercut banks as well as the width and

depth of a stream may all affect the difficulty of finding and capturing salmon (Gregory

and Ashkenas 1990; Quinn et al. 2001; Gende et al. 2001; Braun and Reynolds 2011). I

define stream complexity  as a combination of all of these habitat characteristics, with

higher values indicating higher complexity.  In complex streams where prey are harder to

catch, bears may be less able to obtain their preferred prey-type.  This is supported by

previous studies which demonstrate that bears are better able to catch larger (Quinn and

Kinnison 1999), newly-arrived salmon (Gende et al. 2004) in narrower, shallower

streams than in deeper, wider streams.

The date in the salmon spawning season and abundance of salmon may also

modify bear hunting behaviour.  During the salmon spawning season, bears may enter a

pre-hibernation stage known as hyperphagia , where they develop a strongly increased

appetite (Nelson et al. 1983) which may influence their foraging behaviour. For

example, as bears become hungrier , they may be less discriminate in the types of fish

they capture, at all streams.  However, I expect this would be counterbalanced by the

reduced responsiveness of all the fish near the end of the season, when the stream is

only populated with individuals in the post-spawn stage.  After fish have spawned, they

are noticeably listless and are easily caught by hand (personal obs.).  Therefore, I

expect that this would decrease pursuit difficulty and afford bears a better ability to

capture the desired larger individuals. High abundances of salmon may also influence

bear foraging behaviour by decreasing a bear s search time for prey.  Positive

correlations between the number of bear-killed salmon and salmon abundance have

been demonstrated (Quinn et al. 2003) as well as increased selective consumption of

the energy-rich body parts of salmon in streams with more fish (Gende et al. 2001).

Size-biased predation on salmon by bears may have important evolutionary

consequences.  Salmon body size represents a compromise between several selection

pressures.  Sexual selection favours larger males during competition for mates (Quinn

and Foote 1994), and larger females due to larger egg size, higher fecundity (Quinn et

al. 1995), ability to dig deeper nests (Steen and Quinn 1999) and greater success

competing for prime nest sites (Foote 1990). These effects can be counterbalanced by
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predation, which may shift population equilibria towards smaller individuals due to the

removal of larger fish before they have spawned (Quinn and Kinnison 1999; Carlson et

al. 2009).  Strong natal homing results in restricted gene flow between salmon breeding

groups (Quinn et al. 1999) and allows adaptive trait divergence between populations

under varying selection regimes, including predation.

The goal of this study is to understand how habitats can mediate predation, and

potentially, therefore, affect the evolution of salmon body size. Specifically, I examine

how size-biased predation is influenced by refugia in spawning habitats. The dynamics

of habitat-mediated interactions have been demonstrated, but the effects of specific,

refuge-providing characteristics (e.g., undercut banks) and their influence on size-biased

predation are not yet well established.  Studies in this field have often compared two

streams, testing for the role of stream width and depth in size-biased predation.  Here, I

incorporate a larger suite of stream characteristics, including large wood, pools and

undercut banks along with physical dimensions of streams, as well as the abundance of

salmon. I also consider a wide gradient of variation in these characteristics across 12

streams, and use information-theoretic methods to assess the relative importance of

each. My analyses consider two species of salmon that differ greatly in body size: pink

(Oncorhynchus gorbuscha) and chum (O. keta) salmon.  Finally, I ask whether the

average body sizes of fish in each stream match the magnitude of size-biased predation.

I predict more size-biased predation in streams with 1) more refuge-providing

stream characteristics, including undercut banks, wood, pools, depth and width, and 2)

higher prey abundance.  I also predict size-biased predation will be higher near the end

of season than the beginning. These findings lead to predictions about the sizes of the

fish in different streams, which I then test in conjunction with analyses of stream

characteristics.

2.3. Methods

I studied 12 streams in separate watersheds in the Great Bear Rainforest on the

Central Coast of British Columbia (BC), Canada (Fig. 1.1).  All of the sites are located in

the Heiltsuk First Nation s territory near Bella Bella, BC.  These streams are remote,
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accessible only by boat, with few contemporary human influences, and represent broad

natural gradients of habitat characteristics. Both black (Ursus americanus) and grizzly

(U. arctos) bears are found in this area.  However, black bears are likely present at all of

the streams whereas grizzlies are more likely to be found at the four mainland/King

Island streams. I found no significant trends in predation patterns (e.g., predation rate,

number of kills, and intensity of size-biased predation) between the mainland/King Island

and the other streams during my exploratory analyses.

2.3.1. Stream Characteristics

Stream characteristics were measured during the summer of 2014 according to

standard practices in stream measurement (Bain and Stevenson 1999). I used a

stratified random sampling design with the length of the study reach defined as 30 times

the average of three bankfull width measurements (i.e., the maximum width of the

stream banks that water could reach before flooding).  These measurements were taken

where the stream meets the estuary.  Each study reach was divided into four equal

sections and three cross-sectional transects were assigned randomly per section.  At

each transect, I measured bankfull width and channel height, which indicates the

maximum water-level height of the stream.

Measurements in each reach included all pool dimensions, large wood

dimensions, and percentage of undercut banks.  The length, width, maximum depth and

tail depth were measured for all pools within the reach according to Fausti et al. (2004).

The tail depth is the pool s deepest location in its downstream break in stream slope; this

is the last location that water would flow out of the pool if the stream flow ceased.  Pool

volume was calculated using maximum depth minus tail depth to control for differences

in water levels caused by varied rainfall over the season (Lisle 1987).  All wood with

diameter > 0.1 m and length > 1.5 m within the reach was measured and transformed to

total volume per 100 m for each stream (Fausti et al. 2004). Finally, I measured the

percentage of the stream bank that was undercut.  Undercut banks are defined as banks

that overhang a scoured cavity below the stream water line (Bain and Stevenson 1999).

Stream characteristics are listed in Appendix B.
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2.3.2. Spawning Salmon Abundance

Spawning salmon abundance was measured concurrently with the salmon

carcass measurements during the fall spawning period (11 September to 21 October

2014).  Teams walked in the streams and on stream banks to visually estimate the

number of live spawning salmon and count bear-killed and senescent salmon carcasses.

When possible, streams were counted three times and the Area-under-the-curve (AUC)

estimation method was used to calculate total abundance (English et al. 1992) of each

species.   Pink and chum stream residency times were assumed to be 20 and 10 days,

respectively.  When fewer than three complete counts were achieved, the peak live +

dead estimation method was used to estimate total abundance.  This peak count has

previously been shown to provide a close match to AUC measurements in the streams

we studied (Field and Reynolds 2011; Hocking and Reynolds 2011). This was verified

for our 2014 field season (chum AUC mean= 1,172.6 +/- 337, chum peak mean=1,423.1

+/- 421.92, adj R2= 0.911, p<0.001, n=7 streams; pink AUC mean= 1,874.8 +/- 845.17,

pink peak mean=1,859.0 +/-976.26, adj R2= 0.988, p<0.001, n=5 streams).  Total pink

and total chum abundances were combined in all analyses to avoid any collinearity

between the species, and to reduce the number of parameters in the models.

2.3.3. Salmon Measurements

During the salmon spawning period in the fall of 2014 we opportunistically

measured the first 20 senescent carcasses per sex that we encountered of each

species, for a total of 80 senescent fish per stream per visit where possible.

Measurement of senescent carcasses establishes a basis for comparing average

salmon size, in the population, to the size of bear-killed salmon.  The proportion of

salmon that are killed by bears is very low in these streams so senescent salmon are

good representatives of the population and are not skewed by size-biased predation

(see Chapter 2.4.1.  Predation Intensity).  We measured every bear-killed carcass that

we found along a five-metre band into the riparian zone on both banks. Our search

distance represents a conservative estimate of the size of bear-killed salmon. Bears

may carry some salmon much deeper into the forest and the distance transported can

increase with larger salmon size (Reimchen 2000). Therefore, inclusion of carcasses
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outside of this search zone would likely only increase the difference in size between

bear-killed and scenecent fish. We also took opportunistic measurements of salmon that

were seen outside of the five-metre riparian boundary when encountered. Though

salmon-hunting wolves are present in these streams, bear- and wolf-killed prey have

reasonably distinct carcass consumption patterns, which allowed us a considerable

degree of confidence when discriminating between kills.  Wolves almost exclusively

consume the brain and do so quite precisely (Darimont et al. 2003), whereas bear-killed

fish are consumed more thoroughly.  In our observations, even when the brain case is

selectively consumed by bears, the bite marks are larger and less precise (consistent

with Reimchen's (1994) observations of bears salmon consumption behaviour).  We

clipped the jaw tip of all measured carcasses to prevent duplicate measurements on

future visits.

For each measured carcass, we recorded the species, sex, cause of death

(senescent or bear-killed) and distance from the stream.  We measured, whenever

possible, the body dimensions to the nearest mm according to Fleming and Gross

(1989, 1994). Body length (postorbital-hypural length) was taken from the back of the

eye socket to the beginning of the caudal fin.  This measurement avoids difficulties with

damaged caudal fins.  Jaw length was measured with calipers from the tip of jaw to the

posterior point of the maxillary.

We chose jaw size as the proxy for salmon size in our analyses because many

bear-killed salmon were so damaged that only jaw measurements could be taken.  The

jaw was intact in 98.6% of all carcasses (n=2,455).  The jaw is also resilient to

decomposition and scavenging whereas other measurements become less reliable as

the water content of the carcass reduces over time.  Most importantly, salmon jaw size is

highly correlated with salmon body length (Table 2.1).

2.3.4. Predation Intensity

To examine patterns of predation intensity in 2014, I ran linear models with the

number of bear-killed salmon against the cover and escape indices (see next section) as

well as the number of spawning salmon (in 2014).  Then, to examine broad inter-annual
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patterns in predation intensity, I ran the same linear models at these streams but used

means of data collected from 2009 to 2014 for both the response variable (number of

bear-killed salmon) and for the number of spawning salmon  explanatory variable.  The

2009-2013 bear-killed salmon abundance and spawning salmon abundance data were

collected in the same way as our 2014 data (see Chapter 2.3.2. Spawning Salmon

Abundance) as part of the Reynolds Research Group s annual salmon spawning

surveys.

2.3.5. Statistical Analyses Habitat-Mediated Predation Models

All statistical analyses were performed in R (R Core Team 2014). I used

Principal Components Analysis (PCA) to create two reduced sets of linearly uncorrelated

stream variables.  This reduced the number of parameters in the models and eliminated

collinearity between habitat variables.  For example, wood volume/100 m and %

undercut banks variables were positively correlated and are geomorphologically related

features of streams (Smith et al. 1993).  To account for this, a parameter, named cover

was created from these two variables; both loaded with coefficients > 0.70 onto the first

principal component, which explained 77% of variance in the data.  Pool volume/100 m,

bankfull width and channel height were also correlated and represent water volume,

which translates to escape opportunities from predators and lowers prey visibility.  For

example, I could easily touch salmon in shallow, narrow streams whereas that was

almost impossible in pools or wider, deeper streams. In a separate analysis, I created a

new composite variable consisting of these three variables, which I named escape .  All

three variables loaded with coefficients > 0.57 onto the first principal component, which

explained 72.5 % of the variance.

I used linear mixed-effects models to account for a lack of independent samples

within streams.  The random effect allows the intercept of the model to vary depending

on the stream, accounting for inherent differences between streams that are not

accounted for in the model.  The global model was as follows:

=
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stream ~ Normal(0, stream)

~ Normal(0, stream(x2x1))

where the response variable is salmon jaw size (transformed by the natural logarithm

to satisfy assumptions of residual normality) and 0 is the intercept.  To test for size

differences between bear-killed and senescent salmon carcasses, I include x1 as a

binary predictor for the cause of death (bear-killed or senescence) which is referred to as

death  in the models. x2 and x3 are binary variables for sex and species, respectively

and are included in all models, to control for the inherent size differences between the

sexes and between species, since both factors change the intercept for each subgroup.

I account for the date, cover index, salmon abundance and escape index through the

continuous parameters x(4-7). At this point, the model predicts how all combinations of

male/female, chum/pink and bear-killed/senescent salmon jaw sizes differ in their

intercepts from each other and how they may change, concurrently, along a gradient of

the continuous habitat variables.  However, the interaction term with the cause of death

is crucial to establish if the intensity of size-biased predation changes with stream

characteristics. Therefore, each parameter includes an interaction term (xjx1) with death,

to allow the slopes of the bear-killed salmon regression lines to differ from those of

senescent salmon.  This provides an estimate of how the magnitude of size-biased

predation (i.e., the difference between the two regression lines) changes with respect to

each model parameter (e.g., cover index) as the regression lines deviate.  To validate

model assumptions of equal variance, the models include an error term which allows

variances to differ based on sex and death using the VarIdent structure (Zuur et al.

2009) and adds four parameters to each model.

To make inferences about the patterns of size-biased predation in the streams, I

competed 20 models using Akaike s Information Criterion (AICc), corrected for small

sample size, which compares model fit while simultaneously penalizing models with

higher numbers of parameters (Burnham and Anderson 2002). All models were

calculated using maximum likelihood for AICc comparison. The assumption of

homoscedasticity was validated in all models.  Furthermore, correlation and normality

assumptions were validated and Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) were checked with the
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top models.  All parameter VIF s were less than two, which confirms that multicollinearity

between model parameters is not an issue (Zuur et al. 2010). Model covariates were

standardized (mean=0, SD=2) to allow for direct comparisons of fixed effects (Gelman

2008; Schielzeth 2010).

The regression slopes of jaw to body-length relationships of male and female

pink and chum salmon revealed marginally different ratios between subgroups (Table

2.1).  For example, every 1 cm increase in jaw length translates to a 3.02 cm increase in

body length for a pink female but only a 2.66 cm increase in chum male s body length.

Furthermore, salmon body length is the most visually pertinent feature for hunting bears.

To account for this, I standardized jaws by transforming them to respective body lengths

using the linear regression results (between body length and jaw length) for each

subgroup of salmon (Table 2.1).  These standardized body lengths were created after

the modelling process and only used in the visual presentation of the results.

2.3.6. Statistical Analysis Salmon Body-Size Models

I tested predictors of salmon body length in streams in the same way as I tested

habitat-mediated predation, i.e., using an information-theoretic approach to compete

linear mixed-effects models with stream as a random effect. The response variable was

the average body length of all measured senescent salmon (n=1,585) by sex and

species for each stream.  Senescent salmon represent a random sample of the streams

populations because of the way they were sampled (see Chapter 2.3.3. Salmon

Measurements).  A sample of bear-killed salmon may be biased for larger individuals at

certain streams and thus would not represent a random sample of a stream s population.

Furthermore, the predation rates are low at these streams (see Chapter 2.4.1.  Predation

Intensity) and I am, therefore, confident that the removal of salmon by bears, size-biased

or not, would not hinder the ability to get a representative sample of the population.

Commercial fisheries are size-selective but are not stream-specific and, therefore, these

could not have had confounding effects on body-size divergence among these streams,

which were in close proximity to one another. I tested two predictor variables for salmon

body length: 1) stream size index , represented by a principal component containing

bankfull width and channel height, which both loaded > 0.70 and explain 81% of the
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variance in the data, and 2) my metric of size-biased predation: the difference between

mean bear-killed salmon jaw length and mean senescent salmon jaw length at each

stream, by sex and species in 2014, predicted by the top habitat-mediated predation

model. I predicted that salmon body size would be positively associated with stream

size (Carlson and Quinn 2007; Quinn and Buck 2001) and I expected to find larger fish

in streams that experienced less size-biased predation (Quinn et al. 2001). All model

assumptions were validated and VIF s were checked to ensure multicollinearity was not

an issue. I also ran linear regression models of average salmon body length per sex

and species against average predation rate from 2009-2014 to determine if there was a

relationship between body size and predation rate.

2.4. Results

Salmon jaw length proved to be a good proxy for salmon body length, as the two

measurements were highly correlated (Table 2.1).  It was nearly always possible to

measure jaws, whereas heavy consumption by bears precluded many body-length

measurements.  Linear regressions predicted that differences in 1 cm of salmon jaw

length translate to a 2.77 cm increase in average salmon body length, which can

translate to approximately a 15% increase in lateral surface area of each individual

salmon (Quinn and Kinnison 1999).

Table 2.1. Means (cm), regression slopes and correlation coefficients of jaw-
length to body-length relationships of male and female pink and
chum salmon.

Subgroup
Mean Jaw
Length (cm) SE

Mean Body
Length (cm) SE n r b p

Chum Male 10.87 0.06 57.11 0.21 546 0.81 2.66 <0.001

Chum Female 7.92 0.04 56.80 0.17 527 0.72 3.26 <0.001

Pink Male 8.67 0.07 43.8 0.19 313 0.79 2.12 <0.001

Pink Female 5.67 0.03 41.86 0.13 394 0.62 3.02 <0.001
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2.4.1. Predation Intensity

The predation rate was low in all the streams.  The average predation rate in

2014 was 3.2% (SD = 2.3) and ranged from 0.6% to 7.1%. When using only 2014 data,

I found a strong positive correlation between the number of bear killed salmon and the

cover index (adj R2 = 0.65, p<0.001, Fig. 2.1).  There was no relationship between the

number of kills and salmon abundance or stream escape index (both adj R2 < 0.16,

p 0.1).  When using 2009-2014 data, I found that, on average, bears killed more fish in

streams that had more spawning salmon (adj R2 = 0.60, p<0.005, Fig. 2.2). There was

no relationship between the average number of bear-killed salmon and the cover and

escape indices (all adj R2 < 0.09, p 0.34). Additionally, there were no significant trends

in predation rate vs. the habitat characteristic variables or salmon abundance (all adj R2

< 0.14, p 0.12).

Figure 2.1. The number of bear-killed salmon (2014) vs. cover index of study
streams (n=12).  The regression line is predicted from a linear
regression (adj R2 = 0.65, p<0.001) and the grey band is the 95%
confidence region.
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Figure 2.2. The mean number of bear-killed salmon vs. mean number of
spawning salmon on 12 streams (2009-2014).  The regression line is
predicted from a linear regression (adj R2 = 0.60, p<0.005) and the
grey band is the 95% confidence region.

2.4.2. Habitat-Mediated Predation

Size-biased predation was apparent at most of the streams (Fig. 2.3).  When

broken down by sex, species and stream, 34 out of 46 (74%) subgroup combinations of

species and sex had larger mean bear-killed salmon jaws than senescent salmon jaws

over the entire season (Fig. 2.3). This figure also reveals the inherent differences in

salmon size between streams, which is an observation that I explore further in Section

2.4.3. Salmon Body Size. The tendency of bears to have killed larger fish was also

supported by the AICc results for the models that included death as a predictor (Table

2.2a).  The model that did not include death as a predictor was ranked lowest of all

models, which further supports the interpretation that size-biased predation was

occurring in these streams.
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Figure 2.3. Mean chum and pink salmon jaw lengths per stream for senescent
and bear-killed salmon.  Male and female salmon are shown
separately.  Bars represent 95% confidence intervals.  Streams are
ordered, per species, by the mean jaw length of male and female,
bear-killed and senescent salmon groups per stream.
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Table 2.2. Comparison of mixed effects models of a) habitat-mediated
predation with salmon jaw length as the response variable and b)
salmon body size with salmon body length as the response variable,
using Akaike's Information Criterion (AICC), corrected for small
sample size.  Each model includes a random effect of stream.  In
section a) only models with AICc weights > 0.02 were included (the
top 3 totalled 0.98 cumulative weight); in section b) all models are
reported.  Section a) top model: marginal R2 = 0.77 and conditional
R2 = 0.78; Section b) top model: marginal R2 = 0.975 and conditional
R2 = 0.978.  In section a) cover  refers to cover index  and
escape  to escape index .

Model K1 AICc
2  AICc

3 wi
4 ER5

a) Habitat-mediated predation models

sex + species + death + date + cover +

sex:death + species:death + date:death + cover:death
15 -3340.2 0 0.738 1.0

sex + species + death + date + cover + escape + sex:death +
species:death + date:death + cover:death + escape:death

17 -3336.6 3.6 0.126 5.7

sex + species + death + date + cover + salmon abundance +
sex:death + species:death + date:death + cover:death + salmon
abundance:death

17 -3336.5 3.7 0.116 6.2

b) Salmon body-size models

sex + species + stream size + size-biased predation 7 148.3 0 0.86 1.0

sex + species + stream size 6 152.5 4.2 0.10 8.6

sex + species + size-biased predation 6 155.4 7.1 0.02 43

sex + species 5 156.9 8.6 0.01 86

null 3 303.1 154.8 0 -

1 The number of parameters in the model. 2 Value representing the strength of the model relative to other
models, with lower values indicating a better fit. 3 The difference between the AICc values of the models and
the AICc value of the best fitting model. 4 The Akaike weights evaluate the relative strengths of the models;
the probability that it is the top model. 5 The evidence ratio (likelihood probability ratios relative to the top
model).

As predicted, the magnitude of size-biased predation increased with date and

decreased with cover index.  This is interpreted by the positive coefficient estimate for

the interaction between date and death and the negative coefficient estimate for the

interaction between cover index and death, respectively (Fig. 2.4a).  There is an
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increasing divergence between the size of bear-killed salmon jaws and senescent

salmon jaws as the season progresses (Fig. 2.5).  Conversely, and as predicted, size-

biased predation was lower in more complex streams, as measured by the cover index

(a principal component incorporating the volume of wood and % of undercut banks in a

stream) (Fig. 2.6). Predation was slightly more size-biased on female salmon than on

males, indicated by the negative coefficient value of the interaction between sex and

cause of death (Fig. 2.4a).  Bears exerted similar intensities of size-biased predation on

both species; this is indicated by the parameter estimate for the interaction between

species and death (Fig. 2.4a).
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Figure 2.4. Standardized (mean=0, SD=2) coefficients (circles) of model
parameters with 95% confidence intervals (lines) for top model (as
determined by AICc) of a) habitat-mediated predation (Table 2.2a)
and b) salmon body-size model (Table 2.2b).  The coefficients denote
the change, in a) (natural-log) salmon jaw-size and b) (natural-log)
salmon body-length as each associated parameter increases by 2
standard deviations.  Note: Sex: female=0 and male=1, Species:
pink=0 and chum=1, Death: senescent=0 and bear-killed=1.  In a)
each parameter interacts with death to separate senescent and bear-
killed salmon jaw size regression estimates and allow for prediction
of differences in the intensity of size-biased predation as parameters
vary.
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Figure 2.5. The intensity of size-biased predation on delta mean body lengths
(cm) of salmon versus date (with 1 = September 11, 2014).  Each
point represents the difference in bear-killed salmon and senescent
salmon body lengths for the corresponding date.  Positive values
indicate that bear-killed salmon were larger on average than
senescent salmon on that sampling date. The regression lines are
the top model s prediction (Table 2.2a) of size-biased predation as
date increases with cover-index held mid-range.
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Figure 2.6. The intensity of size-biased predation by bears on delta mean body
lengths (cm) of salmon versus cover index.  Each point represents
the difference in bear-killed salmon and senescent salmon body
lengths for the corresponding cover index value.  Positive values
indicate that average bear-killed salmon were larger than average
senescent salmon at that level of cover.  The regression lines
represent the predicted magnitude of size-biased predation from the
top ranking model (Table 2.2a) as cover index changes, with date
held constant at its mean.

These results are supported by the top model, with 73.8% of the weighted

support, in the AICc output (Table 2.2a), which includes date and cover index as

predictors, interacting with death.  In fact, date, cover index, sex and species are
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included in the top 3 of 20 models, which account for 98.0% of the cumulative Akaike

weights (i.e., the relative strength of the models), further indicating the importance of

these parameters.  Escape index and salmon abundance were not included as

parameters in the top model and are not considered important predictors of size-biased

predation.

Fish arriving at the end of the season experienced more intense size-biased

predation (indicated by the positive interaction between date and death) and were also

found to be smaller.  The interpretation of decreasing size of senescent salmon by date

is indicated by the significant negative term for date (with no interaction) which has a

small standard error and confidence intervals that do not overlap 0 (Fig. 2.4a).  This

leads to the inference that the size of salmon (represented by senescent jaws)

decreased throughout the season with a considerable degree of confidence.

2.4.3. Salmon Body Size

Salmon were larger in bigger streams, as predicted (Fig. 2.4b).  Sex and species

were, of course, good predictors of salmon length but were only included to control for

the inherent differences in size between these groups.  There was also marginal support

for the prediction that streams which experience higher intensities of size-biased

predation would have smaller salmon.  However, this parameter estimate s confidence

intervals overlap with 0 and, therefore, this result is less conclusive than the stream-size

predictor of salmon body size (Fig. 2.4b).  Nevertheless, it was included in the top

model, not by necessity or default, but because it added enough explanatory power to

better predict the data and outcompete the other models.  In fact, the top model had

86% of the support, as indicated by the Akaike weight (Table 2.2b), which strongly

supports the notion that body length is associated both with size of the stream as well as

marginally associated with the intensity of size-biased predation.  Finally, I found no

relationship between salmon body length and predation rate with tests of any of the four

combinations of sex and species (all R2<0.17, and p>0.2).
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2.5. Discussion

I found biased predation toward larger pink and chum salmon by bears in most of

the 12 streams (Fig. 2.3).  As predicted, the intensity of size-biased predation increased

as the season progressed (Fig. 2.5) and decreased in streams with more wood and

undercut banks, as represented by the cover index  (Fig. 2.6).  The abundance of

salmon and the escape index, based on stream width, depth and pool volume variables,

were not good predictors of size-biased predation in the streams.  As predicted, I also

found that salmon were larger in deeper, wider streams and marginally smaller in

streams with higher intensity of size-biased predation.

Our strongest predictors of the intensity of size-biased predation were the cover

index and the date.  The lower intensity of size-biased predation in streams with more

cover matches predictions based on the fish being better able to hide, and bears being

more impeded physically when hunting (Fukushima and Smoker 1998; Deschênes and

Rodríguez 2007; Floyd et al. 2009; Braun and Reynolds 2011). I propose two possible

reasons for predation being biased towards larger fish as the season progressed.  First,

bears may alter their behaviour as they enter hyperphagia, which can occur during the

salmon spawning season and corresponds with an increase in caloric intake (Nelson

1980; Nelson et al. 1983).  During this stage, bears may become increasingly

discriminating while foraging to increase their energy intake per kill.  Larger fish contain

a higher total mass of energy-rich parts, such as brains or eggs (Quinn et al. 1995;

Gende et al. 2001), and bears may attempt to maximize caloric intake with high-value

tissues, which can be achieved with fewer kills with larger salmon than small.  However,

the opposite could be argued as well, where bears may be less discriminate in this

stage, opting to indiscriminately capture any individual to satiate their increased hunger.

Second, as the season progresses and fewer salmon arrive, the remaining fish may

become easier to catch.  Hendry and Berg (1999) demonstrated that mass-specific

somatic stores decreased during reproduction by approximately 65% and 75% in

sockeye males and females, respectively.  This post-reproduction stage is also

associated with decreased aggression (Quinn and McPhee 1998). I noticed that over

the season, the salmon underwent a dramatic change in responsiveness and speed

(pers. observation).  As the salmon become lethargic, bears become spoiled for choice
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and gain an added advantage in their ability to capture their preferred prey-type (i.e.,

largest fish). I can rule out the possibility that late-arriving salmon are larger by nature

because 1) my findings show that the size of salmon in these streams decreased over

the season (as indicated by the negative coefficient value for date) (Fig. 2.4a), and 2) the

models already account for date by comparing bear-killed salmon with senescent

salmon by the date that the carcasses were measured.

I expected less size-biased predation where salmon could escape hunting bears

and where fewer spawning salmon were present. The escape index, a combination of

width, depth and pool volume, was a predictor of size-biased predation in the 2nd best

model (Table 2.2a).  However, this model had a low Akaike weight of 0.127 and an

evidence ratio of 5.7, indicating that the top model was 5.7 times more likely to be the

best model.  Therefore, the volume of water in the spawning area, which I used to

represent an escape index , was not an important predictor of size-biased predation in

the streams.  Similarly, the number of spawning salmon was not an important predictor

of size-based predation as it was only included in the 3rd best model with an Akaike

weight of 0.116 and an evidence ratio of 6.2.  Interestingly, in a different study,

Cunningham et al. (2013) found that size-biased predation was associated with salmon

abundance but that the directionality was contrary to their (and my) predictions.

Although the number of salmon was not a good predictor of size-biased

predation, my analysis of mean salmon abundance against the mean number of bear-

killed salmon across the streams from 2009-2014 revealed a positive correlation (Fig.

2.2, adj R2 = 0.60, p<0.005) and is consistent with the findings of Quinn et al. (2003). My

analysis of predation patterns further revealed that predation rate is quite low in these

streams, ranging from 0.6% to 7.1%. I expected bears to be more size-biased in

streams with higher salmon abundance and less discriminant for prey size in streams

with low salmon abundance.  However, the low predation rates at these streams suggest

that the number of salmon was never a limiting factor for bears.  Specifically, none of the

streams had a low enough threshold of salmon abundances to encourage indiscriminate

capture of prey by bears.
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Bears killed more salmon at streams with higher wood volume and higher

percentage of undercut banks (Fig. 2.1) where there was a lower intensity of size-biased

predation.  Capturing more fish may compensate for a lack of ability to capture prized,

larger fish in these streams. This is consistent with my results from Chapter 3, where

bears ate less flesh from each catch at streams with higher cover index.  Together,

these results suggest that cover index does not necessarily decrease the ability to

capture fish, but instead, influences the ability to discriminate between prey prior to

capture.  Reimchen (1994) noted that 75% of observed salmon kills by bears in complex

streams involved reaching under banks and log jams to pull out prey rather than actively

chasing them on the spawning gravels.  Though this may be a successful hunting

technique in streams with high cover it may limit a bear s ability to discriminate based on

prey size.

Predictions about the size of salmon follows from the top habitat-mediated

predation  model and its coefficient estimates for senescent and bear-killed salmon jaw

sizes (Fig 2.4.a).  Senescent salmon jaw size decreased notably over the spawning

season, as indicated by the strong negative coefficient estimate for date .  Though late

arriving salmon were smaller, bears increasingly captured larger-than-average fish,

relative to what was available at the time, as the season progressed.  That is, the size of

senescent salmon jaws decreased over time and the size of bear-killed salmon jaws

remained relatively stable resulting in an increasing divergence between the two groups

as the season progressed.  The opposite is true for the cover index parameter.  The jaw

sizes of senescent salmon did not vary significantly with cover index.  However, bears

increasingly captured larger-than-average fish, relative to what was available in the

stream, as cover index decreased resulting in more size-biased predation at lower cover

streams.  Cover index is included as a fixed effect for senescent salmon jaw size by

necessity because models that include a significant interaction term (e.g., cover index

interacting with death), must also include each term independently regardless of its

significance (Underwood 1997; Zuur et al. 2009).

The mean body size of salmon in the streams varied with sex, species, stream

size and the intensity of size-biased predation.  This is supported by the salmon body-

size models  where, the top model carried 86% of the support (Table 2.2b) and included
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all four variables as predictors of salmon length in each stream.  As predicted, larger

streams (i.e., a stream size index PC combining stream width and depth) were occupied

by larger salmon and streams with higher intensity of size-biased predation had

marginally smaller salmon (Fig. 2.4b).  However, the relationship between salmon length

and stream size was much greater and more reliable than the relationship between

salmon length and size-biased predation, as indicated by comparing their regression

coefficients and confidence intervals (Fig. 2.4b).  The directionality of the intensity of

size-biased predation was consistent with my predictions but the high amount of overlap,

with zero, in the parameters estimate s confidence intervals indicates a high degree of

uncertainty. Predation can still be an important agent of selection even at the low

predation rates observed at these streams. Even though the predation rate is low, the

number of unsuccessful predation events may be high. Salmon can survive encounters

with bears by escaping or being captured and then rejected. There can be selection for

traits that enhance escape ability with unsuccessful predation events as long as the

survivors reproduce successfully (Vermeij 1982).  If bears keep a higher proportion of

larger salmon by rejecting small individuals after capture, this would further drive the

evolution of escape traits (i.e. smaller size).

It would be beneficial for future studies to consider multiple years of data to relate

bear predation to variation in the size of fish among these streams.  It would also be

useful to consider differences in spawning habitat conditions (e.g., suitability and size of

substrate) and the intensity of sexual selection and competition among individuals within

each stream population.

My results suggest that stream characteristics can mediate size-biased predation

by bears on salmon.  The mean body size of each salmon population should represent a

balance between competition and predation.  A shift in habitat characteristics (e.g.,

humans clearing a stream) could result in a shift of habitat-mediated, predator prey

interactions and thus a shift in the selective forces that determine salmon body size.
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Chapter 3. Habitat-mediated, selective
consumption of spawning salmon by bears

3.1. Abstract

Salmon provide a key source of marine-derived nutrients to aquatic and

surrounding terrestrial habitats in coastal areas of the North Pacific.  Bears are a major

predator of salmon and provide an important pathway for carcass transfer to riparian

zones.  The amount of salmon transferred depends on the feeding choices of bears,

which may be mediated by the abundance of spawning salmon and habitat

characteristics that provide refuge for the fish or facilitate their escape.  I quantified

selective consumption of salmon carcasses by bears (Ursus arctos and U. americanus)

on the Central Coast of British Columbia, Canada.  I predicted that bears would select

more energy-rich parts, and eat less of each fish (i.e., selective consumption ), in

streams with more prey and simpler habitat (i.e., streams that facilitate capture).  I

studied 12 streams with a wide range of abundance of chum (Oncorhynchus keta) and

pink (O. gorbuscha) salmon.  As predicted, there was a higher probability of selective

consumption by bears on salmon in narrow, shallow streams with fewer pools, where

salmon are easier to catch.  However, contrary to my predictions, there was a tendency

toward more selective consumption in streams with more wood obstacles and undercut

banks, where hunting was predicted to be more difficult.  Selective consumption also

decreased throughout the salmon spawning season and was higher on chum and

female prey.  My results suggest that this habitat-mediated selective consumption,

whereby bears leave more of each carcass uneaten, leads to streams with the largest

amount of wood and percentage of undercut banks receiving an additional subsidy of 70

kg of salmon biomass for every 100 pink and chum salmon killed by bears.  This

suggests that stream characteristics can have indirect effects on riparian nutrient

subsidies to ecosystems through selective feeding by bears.
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3.2. Introduction

Pacific salmon are an important source of cross-boundary, marine-derived

nutrient delivery to North Pacific coastal ecosystems.  Salmon spend most of their lives

growing in the sea, gaining mass from marine sources, before migrating to their natal

freshwater streams to spawn.  After spawning, they die and deliver valuable nutrients to

the surrounding aquatic and terrestrial ecosystems (Schindler et al. 2003; Helfield and

Naiman 2006). Foraging bears facilitate salmon nutrient transfer to terrestrial habitats, as

they pull live fish out of streams and leave their carcasses on land nearby (Hilderbrand

et al. 1999; Quinn et al. 2009). Once a salmon carcass is abandoned by a bear, the

remains become available to a suite of other species (e.g., insects and scavenging

birds) that transfer nutrients (reviewed in Gende et al. 2002 and Janetski et al. 2009).

These nutrients are also incorporated into surrounding plant matter (Hocking and

Reynolds 2011). Carcasses left in the riparian zone are particularly important to nutrient

transfer because they are less likely to be washed downstream into the estuary than the

senescent salmon which die in the streams (Cederholm et al. 1989). Even bear-killed

salmon abandoned within streams have more value, in nutrient terms, than senescent

salmon carcasses, for certain species.  For example, caddisfly (Trichoptera) larvae

preferentially colonize bear-killed salmon due to increased temporal availability,

energetic content and accessibility of tissue (Winder et al. 2005). The amount of salmon

biomass abandoned by bears is, therefore, an important component to overall nutrient

transfer to both terrestrial and aquatic pathways.

To understand the patterns of salmon consumption by bears, we can turn to

classical foraging theory to ask: when should bears stop eating a given carcass and

invest the additional time and energy required to catch a new one?  A variant on the

classical patch model of foraging theory (Charnov 1976) by Sih (1980) treats each prey

item as a patch and each bite as a choice.  The decision to abandon a partially eaten

carcass depends on the diminishing rate of return from continuing to eat a fish after the

most energy-rich parts have been consumed versus investing time and energy in

catching a new fish.  This framework predicts that bears should be more selective for

energy-rich parts of salmon in streams where fish are easier to catch. Reimchen (2000)

and Gende et al. (2001) demonstrated a preference by bears for high-energy tissues
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such as the brain and the eggs.  The ease with which bears can catch salmon should

depend on the abundance of salmon, as well as habitat characteristics that offer refuge

and escape opportunities for the fish, such as wide deep streams with large pools, wood

obstacles and undercut banks (Fukushima and Smoker 1998; Gende et al. 2004;

Deschênes and Rodríguez 2007; Floyd et al. 2009; Braun and Reynolds 2011, Chapter

2).

Selective consumption patterns by bears may also differ with the sex and species

of prey as well as the date in the salmon spawning season.  Because of their eggs,

females have a higher caloric value per total mass than males (Gilbert and Lanner

1995), which means bears would need to consume more of each male to acquire similar

energetic rewards. Chum are larger than pink salmon, with estimated masses of 3.5 kg

and 1.2 kg, respectively (Hocking and Reynolds 2011). Therefore, eating an equal

amount of biomass of each, before abandonment of the carcass, would result in a lower

proportion of consumption of a chum salmon carcass than of a pink salmon carcass.

Furthermore, it may be easier to selectively remove and consume energy-rich parts of

larger size-classes of salmon because their bodies could allow for more handling

dexterity, manoeuvrability and precision of brain removal by bears (Reimchen 1994).

Selective consumption patterns may also change through the fall because bears enter

hyperphagia, a pre-hibernation stage associated with substantially increased appetite

leading to daily caloric intake increases from 8,000 kcal to 15,000 20,000 kcal, at some

point in the salmon spawning season (Nelson 1980; Nelson et al. 1983).  Moreover, the

energy-quality of salmon flesh and quantity of eggs decreases throughout salmon

migration and reproduction and is, therefore, lower near the end of the season (Hendry

and Berg 1999; Reimchen 2000). As the number and quality of salmon decreases

toward the end of the spawning period, bears may need to eat more of each kill to

acquire similar energy rewards and meet their own energetic requirements.

My objectives were to compare the consumption of salmon carcasses by bears

among streams and to quantify relationships with spawning salmon abundance and

stream characteristics. I predicted that the proportion of bear-killed salmon that show

evidence of selective tissue consumption would be: 1) higher in streams with greater

prey abundance, 2) higher in streams with less refuge for prey, 3) higher on chum
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salmon than pink, and 4) higher earlier in the salmon spawning season.  Predictions

relating to salmon sex are less clear.  Bears could be more selective when eating

females if they target eggs and discard the rest of the carcass, or they could be less

selective because females are smaller than males. I studied 12 streams in a remote

region along the Central Coast of British Columbia, Canada, where human disturbance

to habitats is minimal. The results reveal how patterns in bear consumptive behaviour

may be influenced by hunting difficulty caused by physical attributes of the stream, with

consequences for the amount of biomass left in the riparian zone, local food webs and

overall nutrient transfer in the ecosystem.

3.3. Methods

The 12 streams were located in Heiltsuk First Nation traditional territory in the

Great Bear Rainforest on the Central Coast of British Columbia, Canada (Fig. 1.1).

Stream characteristics were measured in the summer of 2014 and salmon counts and

measurements took place during the salmon spawning season in the fall of 2014.

3.3.1. Stream Characteristics

The stream characteristics measurement protocol is described in Chapter 2.3.1.

Stream Characteristics.

3.3.2. Salmon Characteristics

Each site was visited three times throughout the salmon spawning season to

quantify patterns of consumption on salmon.  A thorough search of the stream reach, as

well as a five-metre band of the riparian zone on both banks, was conducted to locate

bear-killed salmon.  We recorded the sex, species, and consumptive patterns of each

bear-killed salmon.  Sex was determined by examining the gonads or, if absent, the

jaw/snout, teeth, skin colouration and other sexually dimorphic characteristics that

readily distinguish the sexes.  A categorical spawning status was assigned to each

salmon carcass based on a visual inspection of the skin condition, colouration, quantity

of eggs, caudal fin damage and other visible decay.  The spawning status categories
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were: 1) pre-spawned, 2) partially spawned, 3) post-spawned, and 4) heavily

decomposed. These decomposed individuals were not included in the analysis

because heavy decay and scavenging or colonization by maggots made it impossible to

quantify consumptive choices by bears or categorize spawning status of the fish at the

time of consumption.  Furthermore, we excluded measurements of wolf-killed salmon,

which are distinguished by their clean, surgical removal of the brain case and

abandonment of the rest of the carcass (Darimont et al. 2003). These kills were usually

in highly localized regions of estuaries at low tide, rather than along the stream in the

forest where we were working (personal obs.). Bear-killed salmon with selective

consumption of the brain were identified by their less-surgical removal of the brain,

which often damaged the snout, eyes and surrounding tissue (Reimchen 1994) and by

the consumption patterns on the surrounding salmon carcasses. We marked each

measured carcass by cutting off the tip of the jaw to avoid re-measurement on future

visits.

3.3.3. Selective Consumption Scoring Systems

Each carcass was assigned binary categorical values based on the amount of

consumption (i.e., whether or not the majority of dorsal and trunk musculature was

consumed) and type of body parts consumed (i.e., eggs, brain).  A carcass was

considered selectively consumed if the eggs (in females) and/or brain (both sexes) were

consumed and <50% of the overall carcass was consumed. Otherwise, the carcass was

not considered selectively consumed.

To check the robustness of my conclusions to the way in which I scored

selectivity , I also tried an alternative analysis with a different response variable: 1)

<50% of salmon consumed = selective  consumption, and 2) > 50% of salmon

consumed = non-selective  consumption.  That is, I removed the requirement of

consumption of an energy-rich part from the response variable and just focused on how

much of the carcass was eaten. I used the same statistical methods as for the original

models.
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3.3.4. Spawning Salmon Abundance

The salmon enumeration protocol and prey abundance  metric calculation is

described in section 2.3.2 Spawning Salmon Abundance.

3.3.5. Statistics and Modelling

Statistical analyses were performed with R (R Core Team 2015). I competed

generalized linear mixed effects models (GLMMs), with a binomial response and logit

link, using Akaike s Information Criterion (AICc), corrected for small sample size. The

models describe the probability of selective consumption on each bear-killed salmon

under varying conditions of prey susceptibility (i.e., stream complexity) and abundance.

Mixed-effects models account for a lack of independent samples at the stream level in

the study design. I compared five models to evaluate the relative support for each

hypothesis (Table 3.1). Care was taken to limit the number of hypotheses to a priori,

biologically feasible models in order to avoid spurious findings from testing large all-

subsets  models (Burnham and Anderson 2002).
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Table 3.1. Models, variables, mechanisms and predictions for original scoring
and alternative scoring systems for selective consumption of
salmon by bears. A null model and a model that compared only
forced variables (sex, species and date) are not shown.

Model Variables Mechanisms

Predicted
association
with selective
consumption Sources

Prey
abundance

Number of salmon Search times for prey are lower in
prey-rich patches

Positive 1,2,3,4

Habitat
complexity

Escape index

[pool vol/100 m]

[bankfull width]

[channel height]

Cover index

[wood vol/100 m]

[% undercut banks]

Wider, deeper streams with more
pools provide salmon with refuge
and lower visibility to bears.

Wood in the stream and undercut
banks decrease prey visibility and
are obstacles for bears.

Negative 5,6,7,8,9,10,
11,12

Habitat
complexity

+

prey
abundance

All variables combined All mechanisms above combined Prey
abundance

[positive]

Habitat
complexity

[negative]

1,2,3,4,
5,6,7,8,9,10,
11,12

References: 1) Cunningham et al. 2013, 2) Gende et al. 2001, 3) MacArthur and Pianka 1966, 4) Quinn et
al. 2003, 5) Gende et al. 2004, 6) Quinn and Buck 2001, 7) Quinn and Kinnison 1999, 8) Deschênes and
Rodríguez 2007, 9) Fukushima and Smoker 1998, 10) Braun and Reynolds 2011, 11) Floyd et al. 2009, 12)
Roni and Quinn 2001.

In order to deal with collinearity and reduce the number of parameters in the

models, I created reduced sets of linearly uncorrelated variables through Principal

Components Analysis (PCA). I used the same principal components that were

calculated in Chapter 2.3.5. Statistical Analyses - Habitat-Mediated Predation Models. A

PC named cover represents wood volume / 100 m and percentage of undercut banks

and another PC named escape represents pool volume / 100 m, bankfull width, and

channel height.
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The response variable was binomially distributed with 0 = non-selective  and 1 =

selective  consumption.  If the eggs (in females) and/or brain was consumed and the

majority of the trunk and dorsal musculature was not consumed, then the carcass was

scored as a 1, indicating that selective consumption had occurred (i.e., there was a

demonstrated selectivity for the energy-rich parts).  Alternatively, if the energy-rich parts

had not been consumed and/or if the majority of trunk and dorsal musculature was

consumed, then no selectivity for energy-rich parts had occurred and the carcass was

assigned a 0.  The global model was as follows:

Yi Bin(1, pi)

logit(pi) = 0 + 1sexi + 2speciesi + 3datei + 4coveri

+ 5escapei + 6abundancei + ai

ai N(0, a
2)

where logit stands for the logistic link, pi is the probability that a carcass was selectively

consumed for energy-rich parts, 0 is the intercept and  is a vector that regulates each

estimable parameter s contribution to the probability of selective consumption.  Habitat

complexity (i.e., cover and escape indices) and salmon abundance are fixed, centered,

scaled continuous variables (Schielzeth 2010). Sex, species, and date were included in

all models, except the null model, as forced parameters to control for possible

differences in predator preferences per type of fish (i.e., due to inherent differences in

the amount of flesh and energy-rich parts) or over time in the season.  These

parameters would also account for differences in sex and species ratios between

streams and differences in the actual sampling date between sites. ai is included as a

random intercept, by stream, to control for variability at the stream level and account for

a lack of independent sampling within streams.  The random intercept is assumed to be

normally distributed with mean 0 and variance a
2 and accounts for the lack of

information about bear abundance and type or other inherent differences in streams that

are not accounted for in the model (Zuur et al. 2009). Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) for

each of the models were all less than two, which confirms that the model parameters did

not have a multicollinearity issue (Zuur et al. 2010).
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3.4. Results

Bears selectively consumed 31% of all measured carcasses across all 12

streams (n=659), with a higher proportion of selective consumption on females (38.6%)

than males (20%), and more on chum (35.7%) than pink salmon (25.4%).  In species by

gender subgroups, selective consumption occurred on 31.2% of pink females, 15.3% of

pink males, 44.6% of chum females and 23.7% of chum males.

As predicted, selective consumption was higher at narrower, shallower streams

with fewer pools (i.e., low escape index) but contrary to predictions selective

consumption was higher at streams with more wood obstacles and undercut banks (i.e.,

high cover index) (Fig. 3.1 a,b). The bivariate plots revealed no obvious trends in

selective consumption over time or with the number of spawning salmon (Fig. 3.1 c,d).

The proportion of salmon that were selectively consumed was marginally higher at

streams with more bear-killed salmon (Fig. 3.1 e).
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Figure 3.1. Relationships between the proportion of selectively consumed
salmon and a) cover index, b) escape index, c) date (1 = 11
September, 2014), d) number of spawning salmon and e) number of
bear-killed salmon.  Selective consumption by bears is defined as:
eggs and/or brain consumed and < 50% of carcass consumed.
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The habitat complexity model was the best model for predicting the proportion of

selectively consumed salmon among streams, as determined by the AICc analyses

(Table 3.2).  This model had marginal and conditional R2 values of 0.15 and 0.21,

respectively (Nakagawa and Schielzeth 2013), and likelihood ratio tests confirmed that it

fit the data significantly better than the null model (p<0.001). Habitat complexity, which

includes both cover and escape indices, was in the top two models which collectively

carry 81.0% of the support as calculated by the sum of Akaike weights of both models.

The second-best model had 35.2% of the support and was identical to the top model

except that it included the number of spawning salmon (Table 3.2).  The directionality of

the salmon abundance parameter was consistent with my predictions but had less

support and overlapped zero (standardized coefficient = 0.22, 95% CI: [-0.11, 0.54]).

More importantly, Burnham and Anderson (2002) warn that an identical model which

includes one additional parameter and has  AICc values <2, but similar maximized log-

likelihood values to the top model, is not improved by the addition of the extra

parameter.  The model falls within two units of the top model because of the nature of

the AICc comparison but does not actually explain the data any better than the simpler,

top model.  Though it is a common mistake in studies that use AICc comparisons, in this

scenario the extra parameter should not be interpreted as having a biological effect

(Arnold 2010).
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Table 3.2. Comparison of mixed-effects models of selective consumption of
salmon carcasses by bears using Akaike's Information Criterion
(AICc), corrected for small sample size.  Each model includes a
random effect of site.  Sex, species and date are forced fixed effects
in each model to control for possible differences in selective
consumption patterns by those parameters.

Model Variables K1 AICc
2  AICc

3 wi
4 ER5

Habitat complexity cover index

escape index

sex

species

date

7 741.18 0 0.458 1.0

Habitat complexity

+

prey abundance

cover index

escape index

number of salmon

sex

species

date

8 741.71 0.53 0.352 1.3

Null with forced
parameters

sex

species

date

5 743.78 2.60 0.125 3.66

Prey abundance number of salmon

sex

species

date

6 745.08 3.90 0.065 7.05

Null intercept 2 763.90 22.72 0 -

1 Number of parameters. 2 Model strength (lower indicates a better fit). 3 Difference of AICc value with top
model AICc value. 4 The Akaike weight; probability that it is the best model. 5 Evidence ratio.

The probability plots generated from the top model s predictions further confirmed

that bears selectively consumed salmon more frequently in narrower, shallower streams

with fewer pools, and in streams with more wood and undercut banks (Fig. 3.2).  These

plots illustrate the top model s predicted probabilities of selective consumption, holding
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all other parameters constant at their means.  The predicted probability of selective

consumption is higher on females than males, and on chum salmon than on pink (Fig.

3.2). Sex, species and date were included as forced parameters to control for possible

differences in patterns with these variables.  There is some uncertainty in the date and

escape index parameter estimates, which both have 95% confidence intervals that

overlap zero (Fig. 3.3).  This uncertainty is considerably reduced under the alternative

scoring system (Fig. A.3) which is the more relevant measure in terms of implications for

nutrient transfer.
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Figure 3.2. Probability plots for the top model (see Table 3.2) of selective consumption of salmon carcasses by bears.
Lines and circles are predicted probabilities of selective consumption against model variables, with other
variables set to their mean value.  Bands and error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure 3.3. Standardized (mean=0, SD=2) coefficient values (circles) with 95%
confidence intervals (lines) from the top model (see Table 3.2) of
selective consumption of salmon carcasses by bears.  The positive
coefficient for species indicates more selective consumption of
chum than pink salmon and the negative value for sex indicates
more selective consumption of females than males.

The results for the alternative scoring system for selective consumption, based

only on the amount of flesh eaten, were similar to the original scoring system, including

bivariate plots (Fig. A.1), AICc competition (Table A.1) and probability plots (Fig. A.2).

The only exceptions were a reversal of the effect of sex, whereby males had a higher

probability of being selectively consumed (48%) than females (41%) as well as a

stronger effect for date, which has parameter coefficient estimates that do not overlap

zero, and escape and cover indices (Fig. A.3).  The second-best model in this analysis

had even less support  (Table A.1) and a less reliable estimate for the effect of the

number of spawning salmon on selective consumption (standardized coefficient=0.10,

95% CI: [-0.26, 0.47]) than the original scoring system.

3.5. Discussion

These results confirm my prediction that smaller streams (i.e., narrower,

shallower and with smaller pool volume) would have more selective consumption of

salmon by bears, though the estimate of this effect carried some uncertainty. I was
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surprised to find that the opposite appears to be true of streams with less wood volume

and fewer undercut banks, where bears tended to eat less selectively on each catch. I

discuss these results in light of both the theory that generated the predictions and also

the implications for the role of stream habitats and salmon abundance in mediating

transfer of salmon-derived nutrients to riparian zones.

The finding that bears ate more of each salmon that they caught on larger

streams is consistent with my prediction, based on the trade-off between continuing to

consume a given carcass versus hunting for new fish, when hunting is more difficult.

Contrary to my predictions, bears were more likely to be selective in their feeding

in streams with higher cover, where I assumed that hunting would be more difficult.  A

bear s hunting technique (e.g., chasing, wading/plunging, standing at falls) may be

determined by topographic features (Luque and Stokes 1974; Klinka and Reimchen

2002; Gill and Helfield 2012) and may differ between high cover and low cover

streams.  If bears use these stream features to their advantage (i.e., to trap prey), it is

possible that wood and undercut banks decrease the visibility of individual prey but do

not necessarily protect them from capture.  If so, then the inability to target their desired

prey before capture could lead to increased selectivity in consumption after capture,

which would explain the results for streams with high cover.  This explanation is

supported by my results from Chapter 2, where bears were less able to capture

preferred larger, higher-quality salmon in streams with higher cover over the same

spawning period.

There was no obvious pattern in a bivariate relationship between selective

consumption and the number of spawning salmon (Fig. 3.1d).  Furthermore, the number

of salmon was included in the second model which was an identical but more complex

version of the top model, with little additional explanatory power.  Therefore, as per the

recommendation by Arnold (2010), I report this parameter as having no biologically

interpretable effect on selective consumption under either scoring system.  This is

inconsistent with Gende et al. (2001) who demonstrated that bears selected more

energy-rich parts and consumed less of each fish in habitats and years with higher

salmon abundance.  Abandoning a carcass in pursuit of new prey makes sense when
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prey are abundant and easy to catch; low-quality parts can be left uneaten when a

surplus of high-quality prey with high-quality parts is still widely accessible (e.g., Goss-

Custard 1977).  Perhaps the number of spawning salmon was never low enough for

bears to compensate in an obvious way by altering their consumption patterns.  In

Chapter 2, I found that predation rates were relatively low at these streams, ranging from

0.6% to 7.1%.  These low predation rates suggest that bears were not limited by the

number of salmon.

I considered sex, species, and time of year because these all may influence

selective consumption.  Even though they were not directly competed in the model

selection process (except with the null model), these forced parameters were generally

good predictors of selective consumption.  As predicted, bears were less selective in

their consumption, and ate more of each catch, as the season progressed.  This effect

was even clearer in the top model of the analysis that used an alternative scoring system

(Fig. A.3), where the parameter estimates for date did not overlap zero.  Salmon have

fewer eggs and lower energy stores after spawning (Hendry and Berg 1999; Reimchen

2000) and bears increase their caloric consumption at the end of the season (Nelson

1980). Salmon that have spawned contain approximately half of the energetic value of

pre-spawned salmon (Gilbert and Lanner 1995) and generally are not preferred (Gende

et al. 2004). Increased hunger, coupled with lower energy prey, may cause bears to

consume more of each carcass near the end of the season when this is all that is

available. I also found a higher probability of selective consumption when bears

consumed females rather than males.  Eggs can comprise as much as 20% of a

female s body mass (Hendry and Berg 1999). I found that 89% of the females that were

considered selectively consumed were missing eggs whereas 49% were missing brains

(these two are not mutually exclusive many were missing both).  The alternative

scoring system, which does not include energy-rich parts, revealed that bears were more

likely to eat the majority (>50%) of a female carcass than a male carcass, probably

because females are smaller.  Finally, as predicted, bears were more likely to selectively

consume chum than pink salmon.  This is likely due to the size difference between the

two species.  Additionally, and consistent with my findings, Reimchen (1994) proposed

that it may be easier for bears to select for energy-rich parts on larger fish (e.g., chum)

due to the higher dexterity associated with handling the larger prey.
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There is conflicting evidence for whether preference for brains or eggs depends

on the spawning status of the fish.  Reimchen (2000) demonstrated that bears often ate

the brains of newly arrived, unspawned salmon and avoided brains of salmon that had

completed spawning and were showing signs of senescence (i.e., spawned-out salmon).

Frame (1974) showed the opposite, with a higher preference for brains in salmon that

had already spawned.  Though I found no trend in selective consumption in relation to

spawning status (i.e., pre-spawn, partially spawned or post-spawned salmon), whether I

looked at only brain, only eggs or the chosen proxy for selective consumption, I still

accounted for this possibility with the additional analysis using the alternative scoring

system where energy-rich part consumption  is excluded from the response variable.

Size-biased predation (i.e., for larger prey) by bears can have significant impacts

on the flux of biomass to terrestrial ecosystems (Carlson et al.  2011).  Here, I illustrate

the impacts of selective consumption on nutrient flux by comparing two streams, at each

extreme of the cover index, based on the probabilities of selective consumption (Fig.

A.2).  The alternative scoring system, which considers the amount of flesh eaten, not

contingent on energy-rich parts, is more relevant when investigating terrestrial nutrient

inputs.  Holding date, escape index, sex and species parameters constant at their

means, approximately 60% of carcasses in streams with the highest cover index will be

selectively consumed whereas only approximately 30% of carcasses in streams with the

lowest cover index will be consumed selectively. I assume that each chum salmon

weighs  3.5 kg, and each pink salmon, 1.2 kg (Hocking and Reynolds 2011). I further

assumed that bears eat 1/4 of each selectively consumed fish  (i.e., the ones that were

<50% consumed) and ate 3/4 of each non-selectively consumed  fish, which was a

typical observation.  Thus, for every 100 chum and 100 pink salmon killed by bears at

each stream, the stream with highest cover index is subsidized with 192.5 kg (chum) +

66 kg (pink) = 258.5 kg (total) of abandoned carcass biomass that remains uneaten by

bears.  The stream with lowest cover is subsidized with 140 kg (chum) + 48 kg (pink) =

188 kg (total) of abandoned carcass biomass.  This represents a difference of 70.5 kg of

salmon biomass, per every 100 fish of each species killed, based only on the differences

between the probabilities of selective consumption in streams with little or a lot of wood

and undercut banks.
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There was also slight positive trend between the number of bear-killed salmon

and the proportion of individuals that were selectively consumed by bears (Fig 3.1.e; Fig

A.1.e).  If bears consume less of each catch, it makes sense that they would need to kill

more individuals to fill their stomach and satisfy their hunger.  All else being equal, this

relationship has further implications for nutrient transfer in these streams.  Streams with

a high proportion of selectively consumed fish would be subsidized by both more

nutrients per killed fish, as well as the additional carcasses that are killed to compensate

for selective feeding.

This study emphasizes the importance of habitat characteristics in selective

consumption of salmon carcasses by bears, with implications for nutrient transfer to

ecosystems.  Further multi-year studies in these streams that also quantify patterns in

carcass distribution, predator waste excretion and overall nutrient transfer would be

valuable for quantifying habitat-mediated nutrient transfer via predation and

consumption.
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Chapter 4. General Discussion

This thesis aimed to examine how physical characteristics of streams, which

could provide refuge for spawning salmon, mediate the hunting and feeding strategies of

bears on the Central Coast of British Columbia, Canada.

In Chapter 2, I demonstrated that bears foraging in streams with more wood and

undercut banks were less likely to capture larger-than-average salmon, and I proposed

that these features effectively protect larger spawning salmon from size-biased predation

pressures imposed by bears.  Consequently, streams with more wood and undercut

banks could allow the size-equilibrium to shift towards larger salmon, which are also

favoured by sexual selection (Foote 1990; Quinn and Foote 1994), in the absence of

counter-selective pressure by predation (Carlson et al. 2009).  At all streams, size-

biased predation became more pronounced as the salmon spawning season

progressed.  Salmon that arrived (to spawn) later in the spawning season were also

smaller than those that arrived early.  These observations provide further support for the

idea that predation intensity can affect body-size, assuming heritability of arrival time

(Beacham and Murray 1987; Quinn and Adams 1996; Doctor and Quinn 2009). I also

found that salmon were larger in bigger streams and marginally smaller in streams that

experienced more intense size-biased predation.  These findings are consistent with (but

do not prove) an evolutionary response to the selection that I documented.  My study

was the first to compare such a large number of streams, with broad natural gradients of

habitat complexities simultaneously, to evaluate the relative level of support for multiple

hypotheses regarding size-biased predation of spawning salmon.

In Chapter 3, I demonstrated that terrestrial nutrient subsidies are associated

with habitat characteristics that provide refugia for spawning salmon via predation and

selective partial consumption of salmon by bears.  Salmon were more likely to be

selectively consumed by bears in narrower, shallower streams with fewer pools (i.e.,
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lower escape index), which should result in higher nutrient subsidies in the form of

abandoned salmon biomass per bear-killed fish in these streams.  Contrary to my

original predictions, streams with more wood and undercut banks (i.e., higher cover

index) were also associated with more selective consumption and, therefore, also

received more nutrient subsidies per bear-killed salmon in the form of abandoned

biomass.  Approximately 70.5 kg of additional salmon biomass is available, for every 100

chum and pink salmon killed by bears, to the streams (and associated riparian zones)

with the highest probability of selective consumption (i.e., high cover index) than to those

with the lowest probability of selective consumption (i.e., low cover index).

My results suggest that bears capture and feed on prey differently depending on

stream characteristics.  As predicted and discussed in Chapter 3, bears ate more of

each catch in streams with high escape index where hunting was proposed to be more

difficult.  However, my results for cover index in Chapter 2 and 3 suggest an interesting,

cohesive pattern when viewed together.  Consistent with findings by Gende et al. (2001),

I assume that larger prey are highly prized and that consumption of the majority of a fish

is further evidence of a prized catch.  Bears were less size-biased (Ch. 2) and they ate

less of each captured salmon (Ch. 3) at high cover streams.  Both of these observations

suggest that there were fewer prized catches at high cover streams.  Furthermore,

Chapter 2 shows that the number of bear-killed salmon was higher at high cover streams

which suggests that hunting was not particularly more difficult. Therefore, cover index

may not necessarily increase the difficulty of capturing a fish in a stream, but rather,

decreases visibility of prey and, therefore, only increases the difficulty of discriminating,

before capture, between prized fish and less desirable fish.  In this scenario, bears

capture prey indiscriminately, regardless of quality, in high cover streams and only

assess the quality of the catch afterwards leading to less prized-catches (e.g., no

evidence of size-biased predation) and more abandonment after only partial

consumption.  That is, capture selectivity cannot be achieved, so selective consumption

is implemented to compensate.  The bears then return to the stream to gamble again on

another catch, ultimately leading to more kills.  At low cover streams, bears were size-

biased and ate more of each individual which suggests that they were able to

discriminate prey quality, prior to capture, and catch (and consume thoroughly) the more

prized individuals in these streams. Ultimately, these observations lead to an inference
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that streams with more wood and higher percentage of undercut banks receive and

retain substantially higher amounts of nutrients, in the form of salmon biomass, than

streams with less wood and lower undercut banks.  First, senescent salmon carcasses

are better retained in streams with more large wood (Cederholm and Peterson 1985).

Second, there were more bear-killed salmon in these high cover streams.  Finally, there

was more selective consumption at high cover streams and, therefore, more abandoned

salmon biomass per captured fish.

In the bear-salmon model system, experimental manipulation is rarely feasible

and bear behaviour is certain to vary between individuals, habitats and years.  As a

result, the literature sometimes contains conflicting observations. For example, Frame

(1974) showed that bears preferentially ate brains in spawned-out salmon whereas

Reimchen (2000) demonstrated that the majority of selective consumption of brains

occurred in pre-spawned salmon. Furthermore, the small number of study sites in these

types of studies may mask underlying or confounding patterns.  Though the model

selection approach demanded a high number of study sites (n=12), which I consider a

major advance on previous studies, I was still limited by the kind of data that could be

collected (e.g., bear abundance) during the short salmon spawning season.

Furthermore, limitations on which stream characteristics to examine were carefully set a

priori to avoid finding spurious results from large, all-subsets models (Burnham and

Anderson 2002).  However, like all observational studies, some assumptions had to be

made about the environment and bear behaviour.

In Chapter 2, I had to assume that scavenging of senescent salmon carcasses

was limited.  Otherwise, the proposed mechanisms and evolutionary implications are

weakened.  That is, if bears were scavenging all the salmon that had died of

senescence, it would have no evolutionary effect since those fish had already spawned.

In that example, the size-bias result still holds true, but its evolutionary implications are

weakened substantially.  I feel quite confident about this assumption, because I did not

see any evidence or indications of scavenging by bears (personal obs.).  As a check on

this, I ran post hoc models for Chapter 2 s findings, using only bear-killed salmon in the

pre-spawn  or partially-spawned-out  category in the analyses.  It was highly unlikely

that these salmon died from senescence and were then scavenged since they revealed
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no obvious signs of senescence (i.e., damaged caudal fin, cloudy eyes, deteriorated

skin, lack of eggs in females).  The same models came out as top models with very

similar Akaike s weights.  Furthermore, the post hoc top model had similar coefficients

with the same directionality as the original top model.  This confirmed that the original

analysis was not biased by possible scavenging of large senescent salmon carcasses by

bears.

Due to limitations in time, a consequence of the multi-stream approach, I was not

able to quantify the number of bears occupying each stream.  Furthermore, bears are

wary of humans, and we are wary of bears; both factors make it difficult to observe

natural bear behaviour.  Fortunately, this information was not required to describe the

broad trends between habitat characteristics and foraging patterns of bears across a

gradient of habitat complexity.  The term predation  is used broadly to describe the full

force of bears acting on salmon per stream (whether that force results from a single bear

or a dozen bears).  Hypothetically, the stream characteristics may determine how many

bears choose to hunt there; and wider streams could attract more bears, leading to less

selective consumption of salmon due to competition.  Alternatively, perhaps catching fish

is indeed harder in wider streams, leading each individual bear to exhibit less selective

consumption on each catch.  In either case, although I do not know the exact

mechanism, the important result is that there is less selective consumption in wider

streams, leading to less nutrient inputs, per fish, via uneaten biomass.  Another

example, of limitation due to lack of direct observations is found in Chapter 2.  Bears

could be more selective for larger fish because they obtain more energy per fish.

Alternatively, larger salmon could be more visible or easier to catch.  My data cannot tell

us which is correct. However, bears have been shown to be selective for newly-arrived

salmon (Gende et al. 2004), despite the increased catch difficulty associated with these

higher-energy fish, supporting the foraging theory mechanism for selectivity of pre-

spawned salmon. Either way, the selective forces acting on salmon are equal and,

therefore, the knowledge of the exact mechanism is not required for the claims made in

Chapter 2.

In conclusion, this study contributes to our understanding of cross-boundary,

nutrient-transfer pathways and how they can be shaped by characteristics of the stream
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in conjunction with the foraging behaviour of bears.  The findings of this study suggest

how predators could have significant cumulative impacts on salmon population traits as

well as nutrient subsidies to aquatic and terrestrial habitats.
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Appendix A. Supporting Material for Chapter 3

Table A.1. Comparison of mixed-effects models of selective consumption of
salmon carcasses by bears using Akaike's Information Criterion
(AICc), corrected for small sample size, using the alternative scoring
system of selective consumption (<50% of salmon carcass
consumed).  Each model includes a random effect of site.  Sex,
species and date are forced fixed effects in each model to control
for possible differences in selective consumption patterns by those
parameters.

Model Variables K1 AICc
2  AICc

3 wi
4 ER5

Habitat complexity cover index

escape index

sex

species

date

7 834.598 0 0.658 1.0

Habitat complexity

+

prey abundance

cover index

escape index

number of salmon

sex

species

date

8 836.346 1.749 0.274 2.40

Null with forced
parameters

sex

species

date

5 839.817 5.219 0.048 13.71

Prey abundance number of salmon

sex

species

date

6 841.680 7.082 0.019 34.63

Null intercept 2 866.641 32.043 0 -

1 Number of parameters. 2 Model strength (lower indicates a better fit). 3 Difference of AICc value with top
model AICc value. 4 The Akaike weight; probability that it is the best model. 5 Evidence ratio.
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Figure A.1. Relationships between the proportion of selectively consumed
salmon and  a) cover index, b) escape index, c) date (1 = 11
September, 2014), d) number of spawning salmon and e) number of
bear-killed salmon.  Selective consumption by bears is defined as
<50% of salmon carcass consumed.
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Figure A.2. Probability plots for top model (see Table A.1) of selective consumption of salmon carcasses by bears from
competition using the alternative scoring system of selective consumption (<50% of salmon carcass
consumed).  Lines and circles are predicted probabilities of selective consumption against model variables,
with other variables set to their mean value.  Bands and error bars are 95% confidence intervals.
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Figure A.3. Standardized (mean=0, SD=2) coefficient values (circles) with 95%
confidence intervals (lines) from the top model (see Table A.1) of
selective consumption of salmon carcasses by bears using the
alternative scoring system for selective consumption. The positive
coefficient for species indicates more selective consumption of
chum salmon and the positive value for sex indicates more selective
consumption of males.
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Appendix B. Stream Characteristics

Table B.1. Summary of stream characteristics and locations. Stream characteristics were used to create the principal
components: “cover index” (volume of wood per 100 m and percent of bank that is undercut), “stream size
index” (mean bankfull width and mean channel height) and “escape index” (mean bankfull width, mean
channel height and pool volume per 100 m).

Stream Latitude Longitude

2014
Salmon
Abundance

Salmon
Abundance
mean
(2009-2014)

Mean
Bankfull
Width
(m)

Mean
Channel
Height (m)

Pool Volume
(m3) per
100 m

Volume of
Wood (m3)
per 100 m

Undercut
Bank
(%)

Cover
Index

Stream
Size Index

Escape
Index

Ada 52.0553 -128.0507 1,752 1,899 8.8 1.05 79.82 16.19 23 11.61 6.97 50.99

Beales Left 52.1882 -127.9890 1,302 1,102 10.5 1.46 40.64 19.67 10 13.98 8.46 30.07

Beales Right 52.1868 -127.9800 226 220 10.1 1.24 23.32 29.09 11 20.65 8.03 19.92

Bullock Main 52.4029 -128.0785 6,323 5,421 8.6 0.79 45.16 66.75 26 47.38 6.66 31.13

Clatse 52.3377 -127.8391 8,656 8,859 19.6 1.09 31.09 22.85 12 16.24 14.61 29.85

Fancy Right 52.0585 -128.0167 290 468 4.3 0.77 22.71 32.12 56 23.12 3.61 15.86

Fannie Left 52.0426 -128.0668 14,019 7,913 10.7 0.79 179.4 33.49 31 23.90 8.12 108.32

Goat Bushu 52.2132 -127.8767 774 1,156 5.9 0.78 59.61 25.53 46 18.38 4.70 37.66

Hooknose 52.1249 -127.8370 2,147 4,581 11.7 0.99 224.87 26.95 35 19.30 8.98 134.76

Kill Creek 52.4267 -128.0958 1,808 3,868 3.4 0.48 1.86 62.86 66 44.91 2.72 3.33

Kunsoot Main 52.1569 -128.0435 6,910 3,595 14.3 0.66 36.2 52.68 32 37.48 10.55 29.34

Sagar 52.0959 -127.8388 2,100 1,118 15.5 1.39 161.51 16.33 14 11.64 11.95 101.40


